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Who we are and what we doWho we are and what we do
Paranormal Electronics Ltd. was founded 

in July 2019 by husband and wife
paranormal investigators, John and Emma, 

both with many years of experince.

A� er years of buying equipement at
extortionate prices, we realised our

mission is to build and supply quality 
equipment to all investigators, beginners 

and professionals, at a� ordable and
reasonable prices.

We disagree with the high pro� t margins 
being made by other paranormal

equipment suppliers and decided there 
must be a more a� ordable and easily

accessible alternative for everyone.

Our fast growing team uses knowlege 
gained from their personal and
professional experience to  invent new 
equipment as well as upgrade already
existing items into more reliable  and
ergonomic products.

We build our products to last and are very 
proud of the items we supply.

Director, Builder 
and Paranormal 

Investigator
John Tanner

Director, Mummy 
and Paranormal

Investigator
Emma Tanner

Get in touch!Get in touch!
You can now visit us in store!

 Unit 17 Enterprise House
Cheney Manor Industrial Estate

Swindon, Wiltshire
SN2 2YZ

Alternatively, you can call
01793 618916

Or email
admin@paranormalelectronicsltd.co.uk

You can also follow us on social media

www.paranormalelectronicslts.co.uk
#paranormalelectronics

You can also follow us on social media

www.paranormalelectronicslts.co.uk

How We Do ItHow We Do It

ContentsContents

We design and 3D print a wide range of  
items, such as the Rem Pods, Para-Beacons,
Para-Tunes and Para-Lights to name only a 
few (� nd the “made by us” section!). 
Our well-known and recognisable “Para” 
range is designed and 3D modelled from 
scratch by our team, before being sent to 
our dedicated on-site printing department 
to be brought to life by one of our twelve 
3D printers.
Because we print our own products, we are 
able to quality control and ensure every 
item passes our high quality standards
before being sent to our customers
worldwide. 
Please note, although we do everything we 
can to ensure every item is � awless, there 
will be some minor cosmetic discrepancies 
which could be due to the printing,
painting or putting-together process.
� is does not make them faulty in any way.
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Cheney Manor Shop Front, painted by 
our two in-house artists.



SLS Mapping CamerasSLS Mapping Cameras
We proudly design and build all of our 
SLS mapping cameras on site and are 
constantly coming up with new,
innovative ways to improve them.
Due to this, we are discontinuing our 
well-known and loved SLS V1 and
focusing on the future: V2 and the brand 
new V3. � e V3 now sees the tablet built 
into the SLS box, reducing the overall size 
and additional items such as handles and 
tablet holders, which used to be necessary 
with previous versions.

SLS V2
SLS V2

 From 
 From 

£134.99*

Newest

Product!

SLS V3
Newest
Newest

Product!
Product!

focusing on the future: V2 and the brand 
new V3. � e V3 now sees the tablet built 
into the SLS box, reducing the overall size 
and additional items such as handles and 
tablet holders, which used to be necessary 

focusing on the future: V2 and the brand 
new V3. � e V3 now sees the tablet built 
into the SLS box, reducing the overall size 
and additional items such as handles and 
tablet holders, which used to be necessary 

Newest
Newest

Product!
Product!

SLS V3
SLS V3

SLS V2 Main Features:
• Rechargable battery pack
• Removable handle
• Lightweight
• Fully portablev
• Screen recorder
• 2-in-1 Tripod handle.

SLS V3 Main Features:
• Integrated Screen with so� ware included
• High speed stickman so� ware
• Large battery capacity with 24 hours runtime
• Extra range of IR (4 Large IR LEDs)
• Full Spectrum Selection available
• Portable
• Compact
• Optional Xbox one sensor with V2 so� ware
• A� erlight Box Sweep Radio installed

Battery percentage is now 
shown on the back of the 

SLS box.

1-piece SLS with all 
components built-in. 

Product Price

SLS V2 Without Tablet £134.99

SLS V2 With 8” Tablet £209.99

SLS V2 With 10” Tablet £234.99

SLS V3 (Night Vision OR 
Full Spectrum)

£329.99

SLS V3 XBOX 1 Sensor 
Version

£369.99

SLS V3 in Silver or Gold + £10.00

SLS V3 Over-Neck Strap 
Accessory

£25.00

Tablet Only (10”) £100.00

Available in silver and gold!

A� erlight box is a so� ware which is built based on 
ITC (Instrumental Transcommunication) and is 
used as an electronic spirit communiction. It
contains sound banks and internet radio stations 
with built in sound reverb and echo cancellation.
Only available on the V3.

Add Add 
RemPod and 

save £15!
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10” Tablet Only (for SLS)
Fully refurbished with the necessary SLS

so� ware already installed and ready to use.
Instructions provided.

Price on the table. Please note tablet model
may di� er to the catalogue and website images.

Check 

out our selection 

of storage cases, 

SLS carry cases and      

other accessories 

on page 13.

*Building time may apply to the products on this page. 
Check website for details.

RemPod and 
RemPod and 

£134.99*

SLS V2 Main Features:
Rechargable battery pack
Removable handle

2-in-1 Tripod handle.

RemPod and 
RemPod and 

save £15!save £15!

RemPod and 
RemPod and 

save £15!save £15!



Cameras & CamcordersCameras & Camcorders
Full Spectrum Action Camera
Small and easily portable camera 
which can be attached to a tripod. 
� e camera has been converted to 
work with our full spectrum
Para-Lights range for recording in 
the dark.
£40 IR Night Vision Camcorder

Lightweight and easy to hold camcorder with 3 built in IR 
LED’s to allow for easy recording in the dark. It can be
attached to our IR Camera Holder and used with
microphones. 20 megapixel HD 1920x1080 recording with 
DIS Anti-Shake system.
£49.99

£40

IR Camera Holder
� ese camera holders are perfect for our Night Vision 
Camcorders and Full Spectrum Action Cameras. � ey 
are also compatible with the IR lights we build on site, 
as we have modelled them to � t this holder. Each holder 
comes with a para-light included, choose on website.
With Para Light (IR, UV or Full Spectrum) £45

Wireless CCTV System With 4 Night Vision Cameras
Our Wireless CCTV kit is high-de� nition and includes 
WIFI compatibility. It contains a recording system and can 
be wired to television screens for live feeds of any room. 
Product colours may vary.
£160

With Para Light (IR, UV or Full Spectrum) £45

Para-Lights (IR, UV, Full Spectrum)
Our para-lights range is modelled, 3D printed and 
wired by us in store. � ese lights are designed to be 
used with night vision and full spectrum cameras, by 
lighting up the darkest rooms for the camera while 
still keeping the room dark. Comes with a built in 
rechargable battery pack.
£29.99
Sponsored editions also available in di� erent colours*

� ermal Imaging Camera
� ese robust handheld cameras 
show colour coded temperatures of 
the surrounding environment. � ey 
are rechargable with a space for an 
SD memory card.
£184.95

Audio

Digital Voice Recorder 
(Basic)
Simple and a� orodable 
voice recroder which is very 
popular with beginners. 
8GB internal storage and 
USB port for easy transfer of 
� les to computer.
£20.00

AudioAudio

Digital Voice Recorder Branded Voice Recorder
Branded Recorder with 
4 GB storage. Great for 
playback.
£40.00

Ultra Sensitive Voice Recorder
EVP Recorder with 16GB
internal storage which can hold 
up to 10000 hours of audio and 8 
hours play time. Files can easily 
be transferred to computer via 
USB.
£30.00

ZOOM H1n Voice Recorder
Top of the range recorder with 
highly sensitive microphones.
£115.00

ZOOM H1n Accessories Kit
Accessories kit for the ZOOM Recorder 
which includes a tripod, microphone 
holder, ZOOM case, microphone foam 
cover etc.
£30.00

PSB7
REV 5
Noise Cancellation for 
clearer transmission
Ampli� ed Soun
Temperature Detection
Red backlight display
Built in Flashlight
Safety Wrist Lanyard
Speaker Audio Output
Earphone Audio Output
Uses 3 AAA batteries.
£84.99

Add Add 

speaker
speaker

for only
for only

£10 more!
£10 more! Sweeping RadiosSweeping Radios

P-SB11
Most advanced

spirit box on the
market. Used on

Travel Channel’s Ghost 
Adventures. Sweeps 

radio frequencies
faster than other ghost

box. Also allows for 
forward and reverse 

sweeps.
£129.99

� ermal Imaging Camera
� ese robust handheld cameras 
show colour coded temperatures of 
the surrounding environment. � ey 
are rechargable with a space for an 
SD memory card.
£184.95

Body Camera
Night vision body camera,

designed for body safety
professionals. Military grade

shock resistance. Up to 12 hours
battery life from full charge.

£225.00
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Noise Cancellation for 

Temperature Detection
Red backlight display

Safety Wrist Lanyard
Speaker Audio Output
Earphone Audio Output
Uses 3 AAA batteries.

Noise Cancellation for 

Temperature Detection

Speaker Audio Output
Earphone Audio Output
Uses 3 AAA batteries.

*Building time may apply to the products on this page. 
Check website for details.



REM Pods

Lights up!up!

Our Rem Pods are part of our ‘Para’ range which 
we design, 3D print and build on site. � ey are 
� tted with four large LED lights which light up 
on activation to indicate proximity, and a
temperature screen to showing the surrounding 
temperature. We use our own re-engineered and 
reprogrammed boards, making them more
precise. Powered by a 9V battery.

+

£70

Rem Pod +
SLS V2 Bundle

Purchase the Rem Pod and SLS V2 
bundle to enjoy a £50 discount!

Includes already installed so� ware 
and all necessary accessories.

ONLY
£254.99

precise. Powered by a 9V battery.

+++
ONONLYLY
£254.99£254.99

REM Bear
Our lovable REM teddy bear has a Rem Pod 
inside which lights up when the head of the 
bear is touched.
£75.00

REM PodsREM Pods
Our Rem Pods are part of our ‘Para’ range which 
we design, 3D print and build on site. � ey are 
� tted with four large LED lights which light up 

temperature screen to showing the surrounding 
temperature. We use our own re-engineered and 

£70£70
MultiMeters & SensorsMultiMeters & Sensors

EMF Multimeter
Electromagnetic Field meters are used to 
measure the amount of EMF in the
surrounding environment. Spikes in the 
readings indicate nearby electrical wires 
and appliances, while unexplainable 
spikes may indicate a spirit presence.
� e average reading in most homes is
between 0.6 and 3 mG.
� is multimeter has multiple functions 
such as a digital display with very
speci� c decimal point readings,
temperature measurements which 
changes colour whenever spikes are
detected in either EMF or temperature, 
as well as static readings.
£25.00

K2 Meter
Similar to the EMF Multimeter we stock, 
this one comes directly from the genuine 
KII Enterprises in the USA and is one of the 
most recognisable KII meters in the
paranormal � eld. It is powered by a 9V
battery and can detect over 20 mG.
� e LED lights on top of the meter
indicate the intensity of reading.
Info booklet included.
No Sound £35.00
With Sound £45.00

FromFrom
Only

£35.00
Only

KII Enterprises in the USA and is one of the 
most recognisable KII meters in the
paranormal � eld. It is powered by a 9V
battery and can detect over 20 mG.
� e LED lights on top of the meter

£35.00£35.00

� e LED lights on top of the meter
indicate the intensity of reading.
� e LED lights on top of the meter
indicate the intensity of reading.

Trip Sensor
Creates an invisible infra-red beam
between the two units up to 20 metres 
apart. If the beam is interrupted, an alarm 
will sound. � ree volume level settings 
and alarm tones, battery operated, ideal 
for hallways and doorways.
£35.00

PIR Alert Alarm
15+ meter detection range, when the
sensor detects movement it sends a signal
to the seperate box that sounds a buzzer. 
Both items can be in di� erent rooms and
be up to 100 meters apart.
£15.00

PIR Lights
� is PIR sensor light detects 
movement and lights up its 8 
bright white LED bulbs.
£10.00

Plasma Disk Sensor
Microelectronic technology on this plasma light
creates an amazing display of � at-panels discs 
with lights that will respond to your touch,
sound or music.
£20.00

EMF Bear
EMF Bear £45.00
With sound £49.99 

Bear Range

Lights Lights 

EMF Bear
EMF Bear £45.00
With sound £49.99 

Bear Range
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Gi�  Vouchers available from
£10.00. More info on page 19.

*Building time may apply to the products on this page. 
Check website for details.

Flashing Ball Sensors
3 for £10



Sensors - Built By Us

Para-Co�  n
PIR Proximity sensor with a range of 6 metres. When move-
ment is detected, it activates a blue LED light on the front as 
well as a loud buzzer to catch your attention.
Powered by 9V battery. £46.66

Static Para-Pods
Detects when there is static in surrounding areas, and on
detection will light up its LED light. � ere is also an option 
for a static pod with sound. Powered by single CR2032
battery. Price on table.
*buy 6 save £20 o� er only available for pods without sound

Buy 6 
save
£20!*

Para-Tunes
Motion activated sensor with a range of approx. 5 metres
radius. We have developed a brand new version of the tunes 
with an adjustable range, which can make it more precise
depending on how open and spacy the location is.
You can also personalise the box by getting your chosen name 
3D printed on the side. LED lights available in many colours. 
Starting from £69.99. Full list of prices on table.

Para-Pump
Rechargable EM (electromagnetic) pump with 4 bright LED 
lights. Electromagnetic energy is one likely type of energy
spirits use to communicate, so this pump could help you get 
better results by giving the spirits extra energy. Can be
customised with your team name as well as various LED light 
colours. Now also available in silver and gold.
Starting from £39.99. Full list of prices on table.

Sensors - Built By UsSensors - Built By UsSensors - Built By UsSensors - Built By Us

Product Price

Static Para-Pod No Sound £20.00

Static Para-Pod
With Sound

£25.00

Para-Tunes Original £69.99

Para-Tunes Adjustable £79.99

Team Name Addition
(on tunes or pump)

+ £4.99

Gold/Silver Finish
(on tunes or pump)

+ £2.99

Para-Shadow Tracker
With 8 bright LED lights that react on detection of movement 
above them. Includes 8 di� erent light modes to suit individual 
prederence, 4 intensity modes, powered by two 18650 batteries.
Starting from £89.99
Add rechargable batteries and charger for £15.00 extra.

360
� e 360 degree motion sensor 
detects movement and lights up  
on the side according to where 
the movement was detected. 
� is will activate a loud buzzer 
to bring the activation to your
attention without the need to 
see the light. � e light activa-
tions will follow the movement 
and multiple lights may be on 
simultaneously.

REM
Just like all our Rem products, this 
Rem-Beacon is activated through 
touch. When activated, the lights 
turn on depending on how close 
the subject is. Green lights up 
when something enters the de-
tection � eld, yellow means it is 
closer, red is extremely close and 
blue is when the antenna is being 
touched. When blue is activated, 
all colours are on at the same time.

V&T
Vibration and Temperature
sensors are build into the

beacon, each colour indicating 
what is being detected. Red will 

light up to show a higher
temperature, green will light up 
for vibration and blue lights up 

when cold is detected.

*Add two *Add two 18650 batteries 18650 batteries with charger for with charger for 
£15.00£15.00

Product Price

360 Beacon £59.95

Vibration & Temperature 
Beacon

£59.95

Rem Beacon £59.95

Any two beacons £109.99

All beacons bundle £159.99

Main Features
• Lightweight and durable
• Bright colours
• Loud buzzer to bring activation to attention
• Built in battery pack, lasts 2-3 months from 

full charge
• USB charging ports
• Suitable for all weather and conditions
• Simple switch to turn on
• Exclusively designed and printed on site
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Buy 6 Buy 6 
savesave
£20!*£20!*

*Building time may apply to the products on this page. 
Check website for details.

360
� e 360 degree motion sensor 
detects movement and lights up  

REM
Just like all our Rem products, this 
Rem-Beacon is activated through 



Para-Portals TorchesTorchesTorchesTorchesTorchesTorchesTorches

SpiritualSpiritualEach Each 
doll is hand doll is hand 

painted!painted!

Portals Portals 
from only 
from only 

£159.95!£159.95!

Addcrystal + copper wire for £15!

AddAddcrystal + 
crystal + copper wire 

copper wire 

Para-PortalsPara-Portals
for £15!
for £15!

Haunted Dolls
Find your perfect companion for any investigation or home from 
our range of haunted dolls. Choose your doll on our website. 
All dolls are hand painted by our in-house artist Chelsea who puts 
in a great deal of love and care into her work. Limited
edition, only one of each available. No two dolls are ever the same. 
£49.99

Ouija Board
Our glow in the dark talking board is an oc-
tagon shape with a pentagram design in the 
middle and a beautifully designed planchette. 

£24.99

Extras

Multi-Torch (White LED+UV)
Two-in-one torch with bright white 
LED lights with approx. 500 metre 
range, as well as Ultra Violet function.
Powered by either 3x AAA batteries 
or one 18650, which can be purchased 
from our store.
Torch £12.50

100 LED UV Torch
Powerful Ultra Violet torch with 
100 LED lights.
£20.00

Bright LED Head Torch
£20.00

LED Torch Gloves
Fingerless gloves with an adjustable 
velcro strap for various hand sizes.
Made from cotton. Available in 
black only. Batteries included.
£10.00

ExtrasExtras

First Aid Kit
£20.00

4x Walkie Talkies
2.5 mile range

£50.00

In� nity Mirror Speaker
See the sound. Compatible 

with 3.5mm cable
£30.00

A5 Note Pad and Pen
£15.00

2x 18650 Batteries 
with Charger

£15.00

4 Tier Storage box.
Available in various 

colours.
£70.00

SLS Equipment
Storage Case

£60.00

16GB SD Card
£10.00

32GB SD Card
£15.00

Both come with adaptor

52-in-1 Action Camera 
Accessory Kit

£25.00
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*Building time may apply to the products on this page. 
Check website for details.

Exclusively made by us. A portal enhamces the audio of  spirit 
boxes and can make it easier to hear voices coming through. 
Extremely compact and lightweight with an integrated battery 
pack and USB charging port. To use this, you will need a spirit 
box (not included) plugged in using a 3.5mm aux cable.
Choose your preferred LED light colours.
Red, blue, green, yellow, white or multicolour are available.

Add a crystal and copper wire to your
portal for only £15 extra!

Amethyst Crystal Pendulum
Raw Amethyst Pendulum 

hand wrapped by our in-house 
artist Kat. Crystals are roughly 

4-5cm in length.
£19.99

Add pendulum holder
for only £7.99



ClothingClothing

Spooky BundlesSpooky Bundles

LED Beanie Hat
Available in many colours

£17.49

Utility Vest
£60.00

Cargo Trousers
Available in di� erent colours

£25.00

Unisex Personalised Hoodie
Available in more colours

£23.95

Unisex Personalised T-shirt
Available in more colours.

£15.00

Unisex Personalised Body Warmer
Avalable in more colours. 

From £27.50

Unisex Personalised Jacket
Available in more colours.

£35.00

Hood Hood 
can be can be 

tucked into tucked into 
the collar!

Unisex Personalised Jacket

the collar!the collar!

Bronze Bundle
EVP Voice Recorder 
IR Night Vision Camcorder
EMF/Temp Multi Meter
Laser Grid Pen
A5 Notepad and Pen
Para Pod With Sound
Multi Torch
Only £150.00

Silver Bundle
Everything from bronze bundle AND:
KII EMF Meter With Sound
PIR Sensor Light
Full Spectrum Action Camera
Camera Holder With IR Light
REM Beacon
Only £299.00

Gold Bundle
Everything from silver bundle AND:
SLS Kinect Mapping Camera V1 8” Tablet
360 Para-Beacon
Ouija Board
Para Tunes
EM Pump
Only £549.00

A5 Notepad and Pen
Para Pod With Sound

Silver Bundle

Full Spectrum Action Camera
Camera Holder With IR Light

Bronze Bundle
IR Night Vision Camcorder

SaveSave£17.50£17.50

Save£73.50
SaveSave£73.50£73.50

SaveSave£92.50
SLS Kinect Mapping Camera V1 8” Tablet

£92.50

Platinum Bundle
Everything from silver bundle AND:
SLS Kinect Mapping Camera V2 8” Tablet
Ouija Board
Para Tunes
EM Pump
Only £625.00

SaveSave£137.50£137.50£137.50

Made By Us Bundle
REM Pod
Static Pod
Shadow Tracker
Para-Co�  n
Rem Bear
Full Spectrum Action Camera
Para-Light With Tablet Holder
Only £299.99
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Formerly Ovilus

Paranormal Electronics Ltd. are proud to present our 
own Para-Vox, formerly known as the Ovilus. We have 
developed our own coding so� ware to ensure a more 
reliable and precise result every time. We 3D print and 
assemble this product on site and although great care is 
put into each item we make, there will be some minor 
cosmetic discrepancies.
� e Para-Vox comes with a built in rechargable battery 
with an average run time of 4.5 hours.
� e product reads out the words which are shown on 
screen and sound comes out through the big speaker 
built into the back, so you don’t have to watch the screen 
at all times to know what is being said.

Buy Buy 
now from now from 
£375.00!£375.00!

Back 
speaker

Unisex Personalised Jacket

the collar!the collar!

Unisex Personalised Jacket

the collar!the collar!

Unisex Personalised Body WarmerUnisex Personalised JacketUnisex Personalised Jacket

*Building time may apply to the products on this page. 
Check website for details.

Made By Us Bundle

Shadow Tracker

Made By Us BundleMade By Us BundleMade By Us Bundle

Full Spectrum Action Camera

Made By Us BundleMade By Us BundleMade By Us Bundle

*Building time may apply to the products on this page. *Building time may apply to the products on this page. *Building time may apply to the products on this page. 

Save£71.65
Save£71.65£71.65£71.65£71.65

Para-Vox Features:
• Longer battery life
• Built in battery, rechargable
• Unique coding
• Volume control
• Manufactured in UK
• Bilingual (English, Spanish)
• Touchscreen
• Add a stand for only £5 more!
Trademark Number UK00003613950



SponsorsSponsors
A new paranormal series that

follows paranormal investigators
Patrick McQueary, Jeremy Lee and Jason
Spencer into the world’s most haunted 
locations. � e trio have set out to � nd 
and document all things paranormal 
while spending the entire night alone 

locked inside the most haunted
locations in the world. We are very proud 

to be the o�  cal sponsor for
� e Haunted Side. 

True North Paranormal are a very
experienced team based in Canada with 

a huge follow not just in Canada but
worldwide. Jon and Karina travel to 
amazing locations which you can follow 
as the series is aired on mainstream cable 
television network (Shaw). It has proven 

extremely popular and we are very
excited to be their o�  cial sponsor for all 

of their equipment and clothing.

Retford Ghost Hunters are an
extremely experienced team of

investigators with a large social media 
following. Led by Rachel in Northern 
England, they are working on gathering 

clinical evidence  from supposed
haunted locations. � eir preferred

equipment is elecrtical items such as EVP
recorders, EMF meters, spirit

boxes to name a few, which we are
extremely proud to be supplying to them.

USAUSA

CanadaCanada

UKUK

Our Terms and ConditionsOur Terms and Conditions
1. � is website is operated by Paranormal Electronics ltd. 
Where these terms and conditions use terms such as “we”, “us” 
and “our” they refer to Paranormal Electronics ltd. 
2. We o� er this website, including all the information, tools and 
services available on it, on the condition that you accept these 
terms and conditions and the associated privacy policy availa-
ble on our website. 
3. By visiting our website and/or purchasing something from 
us, you are deemed to have accepted these terms and condi-
tions. 
4. You can view the most current version of these terms and 
conditions at any time by visiting this website page. We reserve 
the right to update, change or replace any part of these terms 
and conditions, without prior notice to you, by posting updates 
on this page. It is your responsibility to check this page on each 
visit to your website, read these terms and conditions and en-
sure you understand them before making a purchase.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

5. We reserve the right to refuse service to anyone, for any rea-
son, at any time. 
6. Any content that you enter onto this website may be trans-
ferred unencrypted and involve transmissions over various 
networks and may involve changes in order to conform and 
adapt to the technical requirements of connecting networks or 
devices. 
7. You may not reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, resell or other-
wise exploit for commercial gain, or otherwise, any portion of 
any of the content on the website or any other part of the service 
that we o� er on this website. 
8. Headings and titles used on this website are done so for con-
venience only. � ey do not constitute any part of the terms and 
conditions and will not limit or otherwise a� ect the terms here-
in. 
ONLINE STORE TERMS

9. Our website o� ers a range of products and or services for 
sale. Where we refer to an ‘item’ we are referring to a single 
product or service available for purchase on this website. 
10. We will take all reasonable care to ensure that the details 
displayed for a particular item o� ered for sale are correct at the 
time when the information was entered onto the system.  
11. Whilst care is taken to ensure that we display as accurately 
as possible appearances, colours, textures, models or � nishes, 
what you will see on your computer monitor or equipment may 
di� er and so we cannot guarantee that images are an accurate 
representation of the actual goods or services that you are pur-
chasing. Some items that have been discontinued by the manu-
facturer and supplied by Paranormal Electronics ltd may not be 
in a brand new condition but will be refurbished by ourselves.

12. We may not be able to accept your order due to one or more 
of the following reasons, or for a reason not listed below:
i) � e item you have ordered is out of stock
ii) We cannot authorise your payment or have reasonable 
grounds to suspect your payment may be fraudulent
iii) � ere has been a pricing or product description error
iv) � ere is a system or procurement failure
v) You have failed our customer validation checks
13. When you place an order you will receive an email con� rm-
ing the details of your order. � is email is not con� rmation that 
your order has been accepted by us.
14. Your order will only be accepted by us once your goods have 
been dispatched.

MODIFICATIONS TO OUR SERVICE AND PRICING

15. Prices for items are subject to change without notice. 
16. We reserve the right to, at any time, modify or discontin-
ue any part of the service that we o� er, or any part of content 
thereof, without any notice to you. 
17. We accept no liability to you or to any third-party for any 
modi� cation, price change, suspension or discontinuation of 
the service. 

DELIVERY

18. During checkout, you may be presented with one or more 
options for delivery. Where an estimated timescale for deliv-
ery is provided, this is an estimate only and your items may 
be delayed in being received due to circumstances beyond our 
control (such as a courier delay, or at busy times). All delivery 
timescales shown are estimated.
19. Where you select a “next day delivery” option, orders placed 
on Fridays, Saturdays or Sundays may not be despatched for 
delivery until the following Monday and so may not be received 
until Tuesday. 

ORDER CANCELLATION

20. If you wish to cancel an order you have placed you must 
contact us immediately to ascertain whether the items have 
been dispatched or not. Where they have been dispatched, you 
will need to return the item to us and you will be responsible 
for paying the cost of returning the items. Please refer to the 
refund policy page.
21. Where items have not been dispatched prior to a cancella-
tion request, our refund policy will apply.
22. Where you have ordered a personalised, perishable or 
time critical item (such as food, newspapers, event tickets or 
e-vouchers) you may not be able to cancel for a full refund.
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LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY

23. We shall not be liable for any direct, special, indirect or con-
sequential or incidental damages including loss of pro� t or loss 
of opportunity as a result of the use of or the inability to use any 
items that have been ordered on this website.
24. You agree to indemnify us and our agents, o�  cers, directors 
and employees, immediately and on demand, against all claims, 
liability, damages, costs and expenses, including legal fees, aris-
ing out of any breach of any of our terms and conditions.

JURISDICTION

25. � ese terms and conditions shall be governed in accordance 
with English Law and are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the courts of England & Wales.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

26. � ese terms and conditions combined with our published 
Privacy Policy (also available through this website) and Refund 
Policy (also available through this website) constitute the en-
tire agreement between the parties and supersede any and all 
preceding and contemporaneous agreements between you and 
us whether written or oral.

GENERAL

27. Should any part-term or term be found to be unenforceable 
then the remainder of the terms and conditions shall continue 
to have full force and e� ect as if the invalidated term was not 
present.
28. Should any delay or failure to comply with our obligations 
under these terms and conditions arise where it is beyond our 
reasonable control, we will not be responsible to you for such 
delay or failure nor liable for any loss that you incur, howsoever 
caused.
29. Some materials (such as tablets etc.) we use are used/refur-
bished but all products are fully tested by ourselves before being 
sent. Where a version of a product is shown this refers to our 
version of the product. 

WARRANTY

30. All our products come with 28 warranty which covers So� -
ware and hardware on all products built and supplied by us. All 
warranties are voided on items that have been opened or have 
broken one of our void seals unless we have instructed to do so 
by ourselves.

OTHER

31. Although we always try to ensure we have the item stocked 
on our own shelves it may be necessary to send products direct 
from suppliers and as such may take a little longer to arrive. 
Some items may need to be ordered in to ful� ll orders which 
can cause a delay.

32. Build times and estimated times but are stated in an ideal 
scenario with possible outside factors delaying a build.

PRE-ORDERS

32. Pre-order products will be clearly marked pre-order on the 
listing, please be aware that if you wish to cancel a Pre-Order a 
small charge of 10% of the item listed price will be deducted for 
administrative fees

COVID 19

33. During Covid-19 some orders my take longer due to supply 
delays. You will still recieve a con� rmation email and be kept 
up to date on your order and the stages it goes through, please 
note that the admin team will only update if there is a further 
update to give as to give time to update everyone.

DELIVERY INFORMATION

All orders we recieve are processed on the day we recieve your 
order except at the weekends when you order is processed the 
next working day... 
All orders are sent within 48 hours unless otherwise stated on 
the individual item (i.e. Kinect mapping camera build time)....
most of our order are sent with a fully tracked courier service 
and are subject to their delevery timetable which is usually upto 
3 working days in the UK....
We do ship all around the world and if your country is not listed 
on the delivery countries at checkout then please message us....
� e shipping cost covers is calculated at checkout and is for 
standard delvery, if you wish to have a faster delivery please 
message a� er making your purchase to arrange this...
 All the delivery times scales given in a ideal scenerio but some 
factors out of our control can delay delivery and we will advise 
if this is the case...
Once recieved please inform us of any problems within 24 
hours on your order being recieved.
A small number of  items dependant of stock levels are sent 
direct from our suppliers so can take a little longer

Sign up to our newsletter to
receive offers and discounts!

Looking for gift ideas?
You can now purchase a gift voucher from us 
online or over the phone, from as little as £10. 

Gift vouchers can be used towards any
purchase on our store. Take a look at our

website for more information.
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Visit us
 Unit 17 Enterprise House

Cheney Manor Industrial Estate
Swindon, Wiltshire

SN2 2YZ

Check our website for opening times

Phone
01793 618916

Email
admin@paranormalelectronicsltd.co.uk

www.paranormalelectronicslts.co.uk
#paranormalelectronics

Youtube Paranormal Electronics ltd

Facebook @paraelectronicsltd

Instagram @paranormal_electronics_ltd

Twitter @paraelectronics

TikTok @paranormalelectronics


